SONIC

The

hedgehog

The Illustrated Screenplay
Episode One- Journey to Eggmanland
Touch-ups, improvements & Format by Manic Man
This script is based on a translation of the original Japanese dialogue of the 1996 Japanese
Original Video Animation 'Sonic The Hedgehog'. This does not follow the English dubbed release.
It is unknown who did the original translation but a number of touch-up and improvements were
done by Manic Man for this release on TESP.co.uk. All Screen shots from TESP.

Scene 1- Dr Eggman's Lab
It is dark as bits of machine flash and beep as they
display all kind of data. A Blue beam of light appears.
Inside it, the figure of Metal Sonic is visible as Dr
Eggman watches.
Eggman: "Hyper Metal Sonic, the only thing left is to
capture his essential life data, then you will be complete!"
Eggman: "When you awaken, it will be time!"
Metal Sonic's eyes start to glow.
Scene 2- Sonic's Island Home
Sonic's Island Home. A Small flying vessel starts to move closer with dark smoke coming
out of it's worn Engine. Sonic is relaxing in the sun on a chair under a parasol.
Tails: "Sonic!"
Tails comes running along carrying something in his
hand.
Tails: "It's Finally done! See, isn't it great? It's a jetpropelled Body board! Come on, Sonic. Don't you want to
try it too?"
Sonic: "No thanks"
Tails: "All right, I'll try it myself!"
Tails heads off to the shore to try out his new Body board, leaving Sonic to listen to his
music.
Sonic: "I guess Tails is still just a little kid."

Tails: "Yahoo"
As Tails and the Body board zoom past Sonic, it
again splashes him with water. Tails starts to show off by
performing a few trick stances on the board.
Tails: "Come on, Sonic! It's Okay if you can't swim! You should give it a try!"
Sonic: "Just don't get cocky and run into something"
Almost out of hearing, Sonic detects a noise and his ear
twitches.
Sonic: "I must be hearing things"
He goes back into a state of rest. But it isn't long before
he hears something again.
Tails: "Wake up, Sonic! Come on, Sonic!"

Believing Tails is just trying to annoy him or get him to ride on his new body board yet
again, Sonic gets fed up with the noise and shouts.
Sonic: "Shut up, Tails!"
But it turns out, a Rocket ship is right on Tails' tails. It knocks him off his body board and
zooms right over Sonic's head, knocking him and everything flying. Tails flies over to see how
Sonic is, but dust covers the scene.
Tails: "Sonic... Are you all right, Sonic?"
When the Dust clears, Tails sees Sonic standing
there, looking a little annoyed.
Sonic: "I'm Fine, but who was that?"
They look at the Rocket Ship, an old Owl is flying
it, looking though his thick glasses as he plays no attention
to where he is going.
Old Man: "Sonic, how have you been?"
Back on the Shore, Sonic sighs.
Sonic: "Oh no, not that old man again! I'll pass on this one."
Deciding to not bother, Sonic goes and starts to tiding up the mess created by the old man's
rocket.

Tails: "Sonic, we've got to hurry up and do something!"
Sonic: "You're the one who can fly, why don't you go do
something?"
Tails is a little fed up with this and shouts at Sonic,
knocking him over.
Tails: "Sonic, you idiot!"
Tails decides to go and help the old man himself and flies after the rocket ship.
Tails: "Fine, I can take care of this all by myself!"
Tails gets closer and closer to the rocket ship and catches up with the old man.
Tails: "Mister! Mister!"
Old Man: "Tails, it's you! It's nice to see you again. I have
some urgent business with Sonic. That's why I'm here."
Tails: "Mister, this isn't the time to worry about that. Your
Rocket's on fire!"
The Old Man turns around to look at the flaming
engine of his rocket.
Old Man: "What? No wonder it's getting so warm in here!"
Tails boosts his speed in an attempt to bridge the final gap between him and the rocket's
engine.
Tails: "Just hold on! I'll fix it somehow!"
The engine gives off a small explosion and Tails is sent spinning backwards. He regains his
balance and decides to try again.
Tails: "I'm not finished yet!"
As Tails goes after the ship, It yet again knocks Sonic
to the ground as it flies right over him. When it starts to level
off again, Tails is able to catch up and land on one of it's
wings.
Old Man: "Hey, you're pretty good at this, Tails!"
Tails: "I got some practice in earlier on my body-board."
Old Man: "That's amazing!"

Tails: "Mister, Up ahead! Look out!"
Old Man: "What are you talking about? Let's see."
The Old Man looks forward though his glasses to see a
large rock face getting closer and closer as the Rocket
zooms out of control. Tails calls out.
Tails: "SONIC!"
Hearing them, Sonic turns around to see what is
about to happen. He rushes over to the rocket as fast as he
can, going from Run into a figure eight Dash before a
complete spin and gets to the ship just as it crashes into the
rock face. Out of the dust, Sonic comes flying out, holding
Tails and the Old Man.
Tails: "Thank you, Sonic!"
Sonic Winks. When they have landed and made it
along the beach, Sonic tries to talk to the Old Man.
Sonic: "Old man! Hey, Old man!"
Sonic picks up a near by crab and places it closer to the old man. Tails giggles and it walks
over and clips the old man before walking off again.
Old Man: "Ouch!"
Sonic: "Old man, you should stop flying those dangerous things."
Old Man: "What are you talking about, Sonic? I know I'm a little older now, but back in my heyday
I won the speed Races on Planet Freedom all the time. Believe me, I was pretty popular with the
ladies back then too."
Tails: "Mister, didn't you say you had some urgent business?"
Old Man: "Oh, right. It's a real emergency.. It's the
President. he wanted..."
Unable to remember the rest of the message, the Old
Man starts to Panic. He appears to calm down but still
can't seam to remember the message. Sonic decides to try
and help him out.
Sonic: "He wants us to come to the Presidential Palace
right away?"
Old Man: "Right! That was it! Please hurry!"
Sonic: "Old man, you could have just called to tell us that."
Old Man: "Oh, yeah, I guess I could've done that."

Sonic: "Old man, take care of the place while we're gone!"
Old Man: "I understand!"
The Old Man just stands there waving and facing in the completely wrong direction.
Sonic: "I don't think so... Let's go Tails!"
Tails turns on all the planes systems, lights light up, screens display flight information and
the Propeller starts to spin around faster and faster. The Plane Zooms along the runway and into
flight, heading for the Presidential Palace. Back on the beach, the Old man just carries on waving.
Old Man: "Bon Voyage!"

Scene 3- The Presidential Palace
On another Island of the Land of the Sky, Sonic & Tails Arrive at the Presidential Palace
and head into the Presidents Office to met him. The Presidents chair is facing the Window, away
from the door.
Sonic: "Mr. President, What's the urgent business?"
The Chair turns around to face the two guests and it reviles it's true occupier.
Eggman: "Right, the business. It's been a long time, hasn't
it, Sonic, Tails"
Tails: "It's Doctor Eggman!"
Eggman: "Please accept a small token of my gratitude for
coming all this way."
A few of Eggman's robots appear behind Sonic &
Tails and open start to fire. In no time at all, Sonic and Tails
move out of the way and slash the Robots into bits.
Sonic: "That's a funny way to show your gratitude."
Sonic goes to spin to attack Doctor Eggman but a voice calls out for him to stop.
President: "Don't do it, Please!"
Sonic stops and turns to see that Doctor Eggman has captured the President and his
Daughter, Seira. They are being held under close guard by a number of Eggman's Robots.
President: "Sonic, for the sake of my daughter and everyone else, listen to him!"

Tails: "Eggman You kidnapped them so you could take
over South Island, didn't you?"
Doctor Eggman just laughs and jumps over the desk, to
the floor on the other side.

Eggman: "Do you think, really think I would do
something that underhanded?"
Bots: "Of Course!"
Eggman falls to the ground and then gets up.
Eggman: "Listen, Sonic. This concerns all of Planet Freedom, So you'd better listen to everything I
have to say."
Sonic: "No way."
Eggman: "Don't you care what happens to pretty, young
Seira?"
As Eggman moves closer to Seira, one of the bots
brings his spikes closer to her, showing Sonic that he has no
choice.
Seira: "Help me, Papa!"
President: "Seira! Sonic, please listen to what Eggman has to say!"
Sonic: "I guess I don't have a choice. Go ahead and talk, Eggman."
Doctor Eggman brings up a holographical image of Planet Freedom Before starting to talk.
Eggman: "Really, Sonic? As both of you are aware, Planet Freedom is made up of two separate
Dimensions. The outer world, the one you live in is known as the land of the Sky."
Sonic: "We already know all that"
Eggman: "Quiet! Just Shut up! And the inner dimension
is known as the land of Darkness. I live peacefully in the
inner dimension where I have created a high-tech city
called Eggmanland. Recently, a man who calls himself
the God of Destruction arrived: Black Eggman! I don't
know where he came from but he attacked Eggmanland
with a battalion of Robots. They completely conquered
us. Now, there is no place down there for me to live in
Eggmanland. Black Eggman found the complex where
the high voltage electricity is stored. he jammed the Egg
generator, causing it to run wild. According to my calculations, if
the Egg generator isn't stopped by sunrise tomorrow, there will be a giant
explosion!"
Doctor Eggman hears something and looks around. Everyone has fallen asleep during his

Eggman: "Fine! But don't blame me when this happens!"
He 'pops' Image of Planet freedom blows up in his
face, leaving him a little shocked but waking everyone up.
President: "What Can we do to stop this, Eggman?"
Eggman: "Someone has to get through all of Black Eggman's
Traps. Then he has to get into Eggmanland and stop that
Generator! And it's the fastest one here that should do it!"
Sonic: "Forget about it! You're the one that created that stupid contraption in the first place, why
should I have to clean up after you?"
The President is a little worried by Sonic's statement and breaks free from his guards to rush
over to him.
President: "Sonic! Please do it! South island.... No, the Entire planet is depending on you!"
Not believing her father can convince Sonic, Seira runs over to join him.
Seira: "Sonic, I don't care what happens to Eggman or papa, But please, do this for both of us!"
Sonic jumps down off the desk onto the floor, still not
wanting to go.
Sonic: "When Eggman Speaks, 99 times out of 100, he's
lying!"
Tails jumps down to join his friend.
Tails: "But what if this is that one other time?"
Seira: "Sonic!"
President: "Sonic!"
Sonic: "Fine, I'll do it."
Tails: "Sonic..."
Doctor Eggman goes over to tails and puts something on his wrist that looks like a watch.
Eggman: "Tails, take this with you."
Tails: "What is it?"
Eggman: "It's a navigator. It will guide you to Eggmanland
using the shortest Route, as long as you keep it with you."
Tails: "Thank you Eggman."
Sonic: "Come on Tails!"

Sonic & Tails head out on the Tornado towards the
Land of Darkness. Sonic is yet again on the wings and
Tails is flying, using Doctor Eggman's Navigator to help
guide him to the entrance they are looking for. Sonic is
getting a little bored from the uneventful journey so far.
Sonic: "Tails, do you really trust that weird little gadget
the Eggman gave you? Knowing him, he might have put
bomb in there."

a

Tails: "Doctor Eggman is the only one that knows how to
get to Eggmanland. We don't have any other choice but to trust this thing."
Sonic: "Guess you're right. Even more importantly, I hope that the president and Seira are all right."

Scene 5- The Presidential Palace
Meanwhile, Back at the Palace, Doctor Eggman and
Seira are playing a Computer Fighting Game. Though the
Seira Character puts up a bit of a fight, Eggman easily beats
her, leading to the young girl being very upset.
Seira: "No, no, no, I don't like it when you win every time!
All right, One more time!"
Eggman: "That's enough! Give up! We've played a hundred
times!"
Seira: "I'll stop being your hostage."
Eggman: "All right, we'll keep playing."
Seira laughs as she is able to twist Eggman around her finger. While back on the Tornado,
nothing is happening as they are searching for the Entrance to the land of Darkness. Back at the
Palace, However, Seira and Eggman are coming to the end of there game. It's no use and Seira loses
yet again and she is upset again.
Seira: "No, no, no, You won again! Fine! I quit. I want to go for a drive."
Eggman: "Absolutely not!"
Seira: "No, No! I want to go for a Drive!"
As Seira carries on with her demand, Something huge
crashes though the wall of the Office and a hatch way
opens up, reviling a Cockpit of some kind
President: "How did this get here?"
Seira: "You rock, Eggman! I get to drive first!"

Eggman: "Don't touch that! No, wait! Don't play with that! Stop it, Seira!"
Seira continues to press the Buttons and the hatch way closes, before long, the machine
heads of to parts unknown, leaving the president in a state of distress
President: "No, Stop that! Seira!"
The President is left alone in his office with only Eggman's Robots. The smallest one holds
up a sign saying 'Goodbye Seira'.

Scene 6- The Tornado
While this is going on, the Tornado starts to hit a
cloudy area with some turbulence. Tails controls the plane as
best he can and as they get closer, Sonic & Tails see a black
swirling vortex in front of them.
Sonic: "That must be the Entrance to the Land of Darkness!"
The closer they get to the mass, the rougher the wind
becomes and Tails has to use all his skill to keep the plane as
level as possible.
Tails: "We're Getting some bad turbulence here so Hang on, Sonic!"
Tails gets the plane ready to dive into the Vortex and calls out to Sonic.
Tails: "All right, Here we go!"
The Tornado dives in, head first, Sonic holds on to the
plane's wings with all his might, almost falling off.
Tails: "Hang on, Sonic! We're almost out of here!"
Sonic: "Okay!"
As the plane travels deeper and deeper into the vortex,
until finally, it makes it out the other side. Tails tries to
keep control of the plane but it skims the surface of a
lake and bounces a few times before hitting the shore hard and
flipping over onto it's top. When everything settles down, there is
silence.
Sonic: "Tails!"
Sonic begins to crawl out of the wreckage, shortly followed by Tails. Never seam to have
any real harm
Sonic: "Tails, are you all right?"
Tails: "I'm fine, but I'm worried about the tornado!"

Sonic: "So, this is the Land of Darkness"
Tails looks at his wrist and checks the navigator
Tails: "Eggmanland should be straight ahead!"
Sonic: "All right! Let's Hurry!"

Scene 7- The Land of Darkness
The Pair head off though the terrain of the Land of
Darkness. As they go, they have to avoid Spike Traps,
defeat a Crawlton Badnik and finally, get attacked by a
squad of BuzzBomber Badniks

Sonic: "Tails, doesn't something seam a little strange? I
think Eggman Purposely picked the route with the most
traps!"
Tails: "But this really is the quickest way to the
generator! There's even a warp zone right up ahead!"
Sonic: "Let's get moving!"
As they pick up speed, they enter into the vortex of the Warp Zone, Swirling lights surround
them as they head towards a bright light and come out into a strange city full of tall buildings,
clearly decaying for many years. Sonic & Tails start to walk, looking around at the weird sight
before them

Scene 7- The Ancient Ruins

Sonic: "What is this place?"
Tails: "Let me check"
Tails raises his wrist to check what the navigator has
to say on the matter
Tails: "We just exited the warp Zone, so this should be... it
says these are ancient ruins."
Sonic: "Ancient ruins? These?"
They carry on walking though the empty streets, looking at the sights of the dead city.
Sonic: "I never knew the Land of Darkness had any of this."
Tails: "But Eggmanland is supposed to be really near. Let's go somewhere high and see if we can

Sonic: "Let's Go!"
They climb up the outside of a tall building to get a better view of the area. As they look out,
they see that the ground is lowering into the ocean below.
Sonic: "The ruins are sinking right into the ocean!"
Tails: "Sonic, I bet it's because the egg Generator is out
of control and causing reactions under the ground!
Sonic: "Right! We should hurry!
As they watch the sight of the city from above, there is
a sudden bolt of lighting and Tails, scared, clings onto
Sonic.
Tails: "I'm afraid of lighting!"
Back on ground Level, the pair rush along the streets, Sonic running and Tails flying,
towards the location of Eggmanland.
Sonic: "Tails, we just have to go straight ahead, right?"
Tails checks the navigator again to confirm the directions.
Tails: "That's what it says"
In the distance, a pin point of light shines brightly
and gets closer and closer until it hits them with a loud
explosion, knocking Sonic and Tails back a bit and creating
a hole in the road. Lighting flashes again as a Black shape
moves closer and closer. Sonic gets ready to fight while Tails
is afraid of what is coming.
Tails: "That has to be Black Eggman!"
Black Eggman: "That is correct,
I am Black Eggman.
I
congratulate
you on eluding
my traps and
makingit all the
way here."
Sonic: "We don't have time to play your little games! Get out of our way!"
As Sonic talks, Tails tries to copy Sonic's poses to stand up to the huge mass of Black
Eggman, how is unimpressed at the display.
Black Eggman: "I don'tthink so!"
Opening his cloak, Black Eggman reviles his hand gun and starts to fire at Sonic and Tails
but they easily dodge his blasts and start to taunt his actions.
Black Eggman: "HoldStill!"
Sonic spins into Black Eggman head, hoping to do some damage but instead hurts his foot
and limps off

Black Eggman: "Youfool,this armour
if made
of a super polymer
alloy!"
Tails appears on Black Eggman's face and Evil Robotic form tried to hit him, but Tails
quickly moves out of the way leaving Black Eggman's fist to hit himself hard.
Black Eggman: "Ouch!
Ouch!you..."
Sonic and Tails laugh at the actions of the slow moving
enemy and when he recovers, Black Eggman tries to shot
them again but they disappear and reappear behind an old
bus on a side street. Black Eggman tries to shot them
again but he is unsure of there true location.
Black Eggman: "Where
are you little brats hiding? Come
out here!"
Sonic: "We don't have time to mess around with this guy!
Which way to Eggmanland?"
Tails: "Let me check..."
Inputting some information into his wrist navigator, Tails checks for the direction to go in
and then points to a near by highway.
Tails: "That way! It's past that highway!"
Sonic: "Good! Let's go, Tails!"
Tails: "Okay, Sonic!"
As Black Eggman still looks around for Sonic and Tails, Sonic and Tails move towards the
Highway before Sonic calls his attention, with Tails taunting him, both believing they are at a safe
distance.
Sonic: "Black Eggman, You slow poke!"
Black Eggman: "What?"
Sonic: "We know you can't keep up right now, so we'll just have to finish this game later."
Black Eggman's cloak rips apart revealing two large bat like wings. From behind, a back
mounted jet engine starts up and he starts to fly after them.
Sonic&Tails: "No way!"
Sonic: "This is bad!"

Sonic: "I didn't know that thing could fly!"
As Black Eggman gains on them, he starts to fire his
gun. Sonic is able to speed up but Tails gets close to Black
Eggman as he makes a grab for the fox, almost catching him.
Tails: "Sonic!"
Sonic: "Tails!"
Sonic starts to slow down and drops back to meet up with Tails. He puts out his hand for
Tails to grab.
Sonic: "Grab onto me!"
Tails grabs hold of Sonic's Hand and Hedgehog zooms off,
taking the fox with him and far away from Black Eggman.
From his sides, Black Eggman's Missile bays open and he
fires a round of missiles farther ahead in the road. They hit,
destroying a large section of the bridge. With Tails help,
Sonic is able to stop on time and they fall to the ground,
tired.

Sonic: "We're Safe!"
Just then the large shadow of Black Eggman appears above them and he aims his gun at
them.
Black Eggman: "Don't think you're
safe yet. Neitherofone
you can swim, so you'll both
in drown
the ocean
below."
He fires a few rounds at Sonic & Tails, they dodge but fall down the large hole into the deep
ocean below. Or so it seams, unknown to Black Eggman, Sonic and Tails had grabbed hold of some
handing wire work and pretend they are drowning.
Sonic: "I can't swim! Gurgle, gurgle, gurgle..."
Black Eggman: "I've finally gotten
thosetwoout of the way!"
Black Eggman walks off, seemly believing that Sonic
and Tails are dead.
Tails: "That worked pretty well"
Sonic: "Yeah, let's go!"
A flash and crack of lighting sends Tails hugging onto Sonic yet again.
Sonic: "Why me?"
Back on ground level, Sonic & Tails return to there journey to Eggmanland, believing that

Black Eggman: "Crash!
Crack!Boom!"
Tails, believing what he heard was lighting, jumps up, only to realize what has really
happened.
Tails: "Oops!"
Black Eggman: "Youfools!Did you really think I'd fall fortrick
a stupid
like that? Take this!"
From a launcher on his back, Black Eggman shots
some kind of thick glue at Sonic and Tails, trying to trap
them for the attack. A bit lands on Sonic's head.
Sonic: "What is this stuff?"
As the pair try to dodge the glue as best as possible, a
Flash of lighting scares Tails and he is hit by the glue and
is stuck on to a near by fence.
Tails: "Sonic!"
Hearing the noise from his friend, Sonic turns round.
Sonic: "Tails!"
Black Eggman: "Now,it's time for this!"
Making use of the situation, Black Eggman fires off
another round of missiles, chasing Sonic. He spins off into
the distance but can't dodge the incoming missiles. In the
distances, they exploded, catching the attention of Knuckles,
who is digging in the ground near by. He goes to investigate
while Black Eggman, believing he has now defeated Sonic,
turns his attention to Tails

Black Eggman: "Now,I just have
to finish you off."
Tails: "There's no way those missile could've gotten rid of Sonic so easily!"
A spark of light in the distances, from the location where Sonic last was, catches the
attention of the helpless fox.
Tails: "I told you!"
Sonic appears, riding on the back of the last of Black Eggman's missile attack, the Missile is
heading back to it's owner at great speed.
Sonic: "It's coming back at you, Black Eggman!"
Sonic jumps off just in time as the missile hits it's target in a huge explosion. When the
smoke dies down, Tails opens it's eyes to see Sonic, when he notices something.
Tails: "Sonic!"

Sonic notices his Feet are now stuck on some of the
glue. Rain starts to pour down as the dark shape of Black
Eggman returns, clearly damaged from the last attack.
With Each Foot step, the Ruins stink more into the ocean
and Sonic is dragged down with them.
Sonic: "Darn!"
Black Eggman: "Youmight have
the fastest feet in the
world,but if you can't run,just
you're
a normal
Hedgehog!
You will never
make it to Eggmanland!"
Tails tries in vain to free himself from his glue prison but it is to no avail.
Tails: "Sonic, I'll Save you!"
Black Eggman has finished walking and now is above Sonic, he gets ready to fire his gun.
Black Eggman: "Try to run away from this!"
Just as Black Eggman is about to fire the final blast, a Fast moving object shoots out of the
ground and straight up, knocking Black Eggman over before appearing to help Tails out.
Tails: "Knuckles!"
The red echidna rips off large parts of the glue to free
Tails.
Knuckles: "Hurry and Save Sonic!"
Tails falls to the ground and tries to fly, but notices
he can't spin his tails around.
Tails: "Oh no! if my tails are stuck together, I can't fly!"
Knuckles tries to fight Black Eggman but has little impact other then a few dents. As
Knuckles hit him, a large sheet of metal falls off and catches Tails eye.
Tails: "I've got it!"
Tails uses the Metal sheet like his Body board, and is able to free his tails by spinning them
in the water. Black Eggman has more trouble to deal with as Knuckles goes for a close blow.
Black Eggman: "Whoare you?"
Tails finally reaches Sonic and tries to put him out of the still rising water by extending his
hand

Sonic grabs on to the fox's hand and Tails hold grabs on
with his other hand and pulls with all this might, but the
glue just stays strong on Sonic's feet.
Tails: "Sonic, You can do it!"
Black Eggman carries on shooting at the echidna with his
gun hand. As Knuckles is running trying to dodge what he
can, he is caught by the glue and gets trapped.
Knuckles: "Oh no!"
Black Eggman carries on shooting but nothing comes out of his gun's barrel.
Black Eggman: "I'm out of Ammo! You are lucky Aren't you?
NOT
However,
Lucky enough!"
Black Eggman reaches out to grab Knuckles with his
hand and holds him firming, slower squeezing. Tails is
finally able to free Sonic and Hedgehog goes to the rescue of
Knuckles, Sawing off Black Eggman's hand and freeing
Knuckles. They both fall to the ground safely.
Sonic: "I owe you one, Knuckles!"
Knuckles: "Right back at you!"
Black Eggman: "It doesn't matter!"
With all the damage done to him and seeing that odds are against him, Black Eggman
decides the best course of action is to run and fight another day. He starts up his jet engine and
heads upwards.
Sonic: "You're running away? I'm not going to let you go, Black Eggman!"
Black Eggman: "Don't worry, we'll meet
Soon!"
again
Knuckles: “Grab onto me, Sonic!"
Sonic takes Knuckles hand as Knuckles jumps high up
and throws Sonic farther to catch up with Black Eggman. He Spins though black Eggman and meets
Tails on the other said. Tails grabs him for the final throw. Sonic goes into a Spin attack and slices
Black Eggman in half. It blows up and falls to the
ground in pieces. Tails Holds Sonic, as they watch the
sight from the air, quickly joined by Knuckles. He and
Sonic congratulate each other. Meanwhile, below, the
main Body of Black Eggman lands in the ocean and floats
to the surface. The broken hatch opens and Eggman and
Seira appear, unseen by anyone else.

Eggman: "Sonic's Ruined things again! He'd better enjoy
this feeling now, because once he gets to Eggmanland,
he'll have to fight something even worse than Black
Eggman!"

Seira: "What do you mean, worse than Black Eggman? You're talking about yourself! You'd better
keep your hands off my Sonic, or I'll never forgive you!"
The rain dies down and the city seams still. Sonic & Tails stand with Knuckles on the top of
a building and get ready to carry on there mission.
Sonic: "Thanks for saving us there, Knuckles"
Knuckles: "Yeah, That's one more job that I'm not going to get paid for. Oh well, we've been friends
for long enough. I guess I can just put this on your tab."
Tails: "So, will you return to Treasure hunting?"
Knuckles: "Of course! After all, that's what I live for!"
Though a gap in the cloudy sky, the sun starts to
shine though. Knuckles puts on his glasses as the group
watches the sun set in the sky.
Tails: "The Sun's already setting, We've got to hurry!"
As they look out over the city, the ground shakes and
the many lights of the city start to glow bright. They can now
see the electric lights of Eggmanland, forming the clear image of it's creator, Eggman.
Knuckles: “What is that thing?"
Tails: "That's Eggmanland!"
Sonic: "Incredible!"
Sonic looks back to Knuckles and smiles.
Sonic: "I hope we see you again, Knuckles!"
He quickly picks up speed and rushes off toward Eggmanland.
Knuckles: "See you"
Tails: "See you Later!"
Knuckles just nods as Tails flies off too after Sonic. After
a little while of heading towards Eggmanland, While Tails
is flying and Sonic jumps from Building to Building, they
notice Knuckles gliding along and catching up with them
Tails: "Knuckles!"
Knuckles: "Hey, I'd worry about you two if I sent you in
alone!"
Knuckles heads in front of them and calls them to hurry up.

He gains speed and resumes the journey to Eggmanland.
Sonic: "Wait up, Knuckles”
Sonic speeds up to catch him, never liking to be beaten
in a race. He is closely followed by his young fox friend and
the trio head off to Eggmanland and the awaiting Egg Generator.
End of Episode One

